
Disclaimer Statement
The Eco-Keeper™ Bed Bug Monitor and Glue Traps were not intended to control the full measure of your bed bug 
infestation. This trap may assist in the management of your bed bug problem, however its sole intended purpose is to 
serve as a monitor for bed bugs.

Eco Keeper™ Bed Bug Monitor and Glue Traps

Product Detail
Early detection of bed bugs is a crucial step when 
trying to manage and control your infestation. Bed 
bugs are known to crawl up wood, fabric and other 
surfaces to get to their meal. Due to their size and 
nocturnal behavior, bed bugs are very di�cult to spot 
and treat. If their movements are subtle and hardly 
noticeable, how can you ever manage your bed bug 
problem? 
SIMPLE!

The Eco-Keeper™ Bed Bug Monitor and Glue Traps 
were created to perform an “interception” of bed bugs 
during their entrance and exit movements. The adhe-
sive ring on the trap serves as a guard for your furni-
ture and a trapper for bed bugs. In addition, the trap 
lures bed bugs in using its attractive open cracks and 
crevices on each side of the trap.

Installation
When installing the Eco-Keeper™ Bed Bug Monitor and 
Glue Trap, simply place the traps under each leg of the 
furniture where people would reside (beds, couches, 
etc.). Be sure to position the leg within the center of 
the trap. The trap was purposely 

constructed with an inner circle base for convenience 
and easy placement. Keep in mind, the inner circle can 
�t a leg with a maximum diameter of 4.33 inches (11 
cm). Placing the traps under furniture legs with larger 
diameters will cover the glue adhesive and hinder the 
traps optimal performance.

Keep in mind:
-DO NOT touch the adhesive.
-Place in dust free and debris free areas.
-Targeted furniture should not be in contact with walls.
-Remove any reachable and climbable objects 
(including bed sheets, pillows, clothes, etc.) from the 
�oor that is in contact with the targeted furniture.

Inspection / Detection:
It is recommended to check and inspect the Eco-
Keeper™ Bed Bug Monitor and Glue Traps on a daily 
basis. When the trap is at full capacity or when the glue 
is not visible, you can then remove the traps from the 
�oor. Depending on your bed bug infestation size, you 
have the option to replace the used trap with another. 
Place the used traps into a plastic bag for disposal. Be 
sure to double check the plastic bag for tears and 
holes. Seal the bag shut and throw it away

Instructions:
1.         2.                    3.
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"SLEEP EASY WITH Eco-Keeper™"
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